The drug must be of no acquired quality; for example, before exposure to heat...confined on a single, not compound, condition; in other words, it should not be tested on a patient who has complex or...serous humor is described as a...right spirit: One is a brutal spirit...its nature, but comments that there is a controversy...is due to the alleged relationship of youth to members of the body that are hot. For example, blood was...serves as...equipped for walking second child Period of tooth formation. Walking has learned, but it is not stable. Gums aren’t full...the body, such as air, water, or fire...The first indicator of temperament...describes man as having eight...varieties of disease; several...the disease, based on the Aristotle philosophy: the material cause, the effective cause, the formal cause, and the last or efficient cause. Avicenna’s medicine presents an overview of contemporary medical knowledge of the Islamic world, which was influenced by earlier traditions including Chinese, Roman, Islamic, Persian, Chinese medicine and Indian medicine. This collection of medical treatises from the Islamic world has been used as a medical textbook in the Islamic world since the 10th century. It is an encyclopedia of medicine in five books compiled by the Persian Muslim physician-philosopher Avicenna (Ibn Sina) and completed in 1025. Avicenna’s medicine presents an overview of contemporary medical knowledge of the Islamic world, which was influenced by earlier traditions including Chinese, Roman, Islamic, Persian, Chinese medicine and Indian medicine. This collection of medical treatises from the Islamic world has been used as a medical textbook in the Islamic world since the 10th century.
multiple diseases. The drug must be used under two opposite conditions: The drug can act neither on the disease nor on the healthy tissue. This is also effective against various diseases by reducing symptoms. The quality of the drug must correspond to the strength of the disease. This has been experimentally found with the use of various substances. However, the knowledge gained from these experiments is unfortunately limited.